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IMPRESSIVELY EQUIPPED, FOR INSTANT FPV
EVERYTHING'S INCLUDED!

™

RISE0200 Vusion 250 RTF Extreme FPV Drone Race Pack (200mW)
RISE0205 Vusion 250 RTF Extreme FPV Drone Race Pack (25mW)
Diagonal: 250 mm (9.8 in)
Height: 110 mm (4.3 in)
RTF Weight: 502 g (1.1 lb)
Requires: Nothing!

Just drop the high-quality LCD monitor into the
included goggles for an immersive FPV experience.

The Vusion 250 includes a professional-quality
6-channel 2.4GHz radio system, for superior,
interference-free control.

The video transmitter uses 5.8GHz technology so
you can see your flights in real time. It features
eight Raceband channels optimized for pro FPV
racing.

This Extreme FPV Race Pack is all-in-one
complete — even a LiPo battery, balance charger,
“AA” batteries, spare props and a screwdriver
are included!

❚❚

The first – and only – injection-molded racing drone
that’s 100% complete and Ready-To-Fly, with no
soldering or assembly required

❚❚

Available with 25mW or 200mW video transmitters –
both use 5.8GHz technology so pilots can watch flights
in real time

❚❚

Modular, injection-molded construction adds impact
resistance. Pieces snap on so pilots can be up and
running in no time

❚❚

A micro memory card slot (up to 32GB) makes it
possible to transfer flying footage from the on-board
600TVL FPV camera without sacrificing video quality

™

HAM license required for 200mW transmitter use within
the United States. See explore-rise.com for details.
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From the Experts:

The revolutionary Vusion 250 Extreme FPV Race Pack
blends innovation and convenience with the ultimate First
Person View racing drone. It’s the first – and only – injectionmolded RTF 250-size racing drone to come with all essential
FPV equipment installed. Everything’s designed to work
seamlessly together, for the ultimate flying experience!

Long story short...
The Vusion 250 is a true game changer,
combining an ultra-tough racing drone
with all of the essential FPV equipment
you need to start racing!
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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RC’S MOST UNIQUE BASHER!

Quality construction throughout!

™

Ready-To-Run 1/8 Scale Brushless
4WD Vehicle w/Diff Brain

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Unique car/truck hybrid styling
Advanced “Diff Brain” technology
Super-tough composite chassis
Lightweight anodized aluminum parts
Heavy-duty metal gear diffs
BLX 2000kV 4075 brushless motor
BLX200 waterproof ESC

❚❚

Wheelie bar keeps the front wheels in contact
with the ground

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Tactic TTX300 radio system

❚❚

dBoots Pincer tires mounted on hex matte
black wheels

ARAD75** NERO 6S FAZON BLX 1/8 Scale
4WD Vehicle RTR w/Diff Brain
Length: 24 in (610 mm)
Width: 17.8 in (452 mm)
Height: 7.8 in (198 mm)
Weight: 13.1 lbs (5.9 kg)
Wheelbase: 14.9 in (378 mm)
Requires: (2) 2-3S 5000mAh (min.) 35C LiPo
batteries with XT90 connectors, compatible
charger, LiPo charging bag, (4) “AA” batteries

ADS-15M waterproof 15kg steering servo
Quick-release side-mounted battery boxes for
2S or 3S LiPo packs

®

From the Experts:

The NERO 6S FAZON BLX is a lean, mean racing and bashing
machine that’s like nothing else you’ve ever seen. It has
the speed (60+ mph) to take it to the competition, and the
toughness (composite chassis and waterproof electronics) to
take on any conditions. Plus, the NERO 6S FAZON BLX features
the Diff Brain, making it one of the versatile vehicles in all of RC!

Revolutionary Diff Brain technology optimizes performance in any condition

• Maximum traction
• Very slow-speed driving
• Perfect if you get stuck

Lock and unlock all three gear diffs on the fly, right from the
transmitter. Diff Brain lets you instantly switch among four
driving styles — blast, drift, wheelie or climb — so you can
drive like a pro, however you want to go!

4
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3 servos and a circuit board easily
transform the NERO 6S FAZON
into any of 4 exciting vehicles!

• Easy wheel stands
• Balanced handling
• Stronger brakes

• Used at slower speeds
• Best for free-styling
• Responsive to your driving skills

Tech Support 217-398-8970
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• Balanced handling
• Maximum stability
• Best for jumping

Products for everyone!

Long story short...
The NERO 6S FAZON BLX is a one-of-a-kind RC
joy ride, with sleek supercar styling, awesome
performance, advanced Diff Brain technology —
and a wheelie bar!
www.gpdealer.com
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UNLEASH THE OUTCAST!

NEWPRODU CT
High downforce wing
Black anodized aluminum
front and rear shock towers
Super-durable wheel hubs –
increased strength
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Ready-To-Run 1/8 Scale Brushless 4WD Stunt Truck

Oil-filled adjustable shocks
Aluminum anodized chassis
Tough stunt truck wheels and multiterrain dBoots Back-Flip tires

From the Experts:

• Precision foam steering wheel, perfect
control in all conditions
• Easily adjustable trim dials for personalized
handling set-up
• Lightweight and ergonomic design for long
bashing sessions

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
6

Classic truck appearance
High-angle wheelie bar
Shorter chassis with longer suspension arms and
wider offset hubs
Ultra-tough internal body support
Durable steel driveshafts throughout
Strong front and rear composite chassis brace

December 2016 ❘

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Three heavy-duty metal gear diffs
BLX 2050kV 4074 brushless motor

ARAD84** OUTCAST 6S BLX 4WD Stunt Truck RTR
Length: 21.3 in (541 mm)
Width: 18.1 in (460 mm)
Height: 9.1 in (231 mm)
Weight: 10.8 lb (4.9 kg)
Wheelbase: 12.9 in (328 mm)
Requires: 4S or 6S 5000mAh (min.) 35C LiPo battery
with XT90 connector, compatible charger, LiPo
charging bag, (4) “AA” batteries

BLX185 waterproof ESC
®

Tactic TTX300 radio system
ADS-15M waterproof 15kg steering servo
Waterproof receiver box

Take the wheel of the OUTCAST 6S BLX Stunt Truck, and take
bashing beyond anything you’ve ever experienced. It’s not only
fast (60 mph+) and durable (beefed-up metal parts), it’s capable
of outrageous trick maneuvers that other trucks can only admire
from the sidelines. Get the OUTCAST 6S BLX, and be the star
attraction at your neighborhood bash-fest!

Long story short...
With its high-angle wheelie bar, large diameter
tires and precisely engineered wheelbase, the
OUTCAST makes it easy for anyone to pull off
sick stunts!

Integrated body clip retainers

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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GET THE FIRST PERSON VIEW EXPERIENCE
5.8GHz FPV
Accessories

Whether you’re into RC models or aerial photography, Tactic has the FPV
equipment for letting you see the world around you in new and exciting
ways. Almost any type of model can be set up for First Person View.

A compact camera for capturing the
FPV action

The FPV-RM2 Monitor with Receiver is
the ideal complement

❚❚

Compatible with Tactic 5.8GHz FPV
equipment, for easy set-up

❚❚

Mounts easily with double-sided tape, hookand-loop material or pre-fabricated brackets

❚❚
❚❚

A 4.3” backlit LCD screen offers great picture quality
40-channel, 5-band 5.8GHz Raceband receiver is
optimized for pro FPV racing

❚❚
❚❚

Features 600TVL video resolution

❚❚

Auto-scan makes finding the clearest channel
and band quick and easy

❚❚

Low operating current

❚❚

Micro memory card slot lets you store, edit
and upload videos

TACZ5035 FPV-C2 600TVL Video Camera 30x30mm

❚❚
❚❚

Long 1.5 hour run time

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Requires a video transmitter, receiver,
monitor or goggles, mounting tape

Convenient USB charge port

TACZ5152 FPV-RM2 4.3” 5.8GHz 40Ch LCD
Monitor & Receiver

First Person View perspective with wristband
convenience
Immerse yourself in the action with
FPV-G1 Goggles

❚❚
❚❚

Sharp 480 x 240 video resolution
Powered by a 3.7V 300mAh LiPo battery, with 1 hour of
operating time

❚❚

See what your model sees, with no
distractions

❚❚

❚❚

Compatible with Tactic 5.8GHz FPV
equipment, smartphones of virtually any
size and Wi-Fi camera drones

Setting the band and frequency is quick and easy with
LEDs and pushbutton controls

❚❚

The LED charge indicator glows red while charging, and
turns off when charging is complete

❚❚

Includes the FPV wrist monitor, built-in 5.8GHz receiver
and USB-to-micro USB charge cable

TACZ5200 FPV-G1 Goggles w/o Monitor

TACZ5160 FPV Wrist Monitor with 5.8GHz Rx

Get all this — and save money — when you purchase the combo

From the Experts:

Combo includes:

❚❚
❚❚

FPV-G1 goggles

❚❚
❚❚

Internal 1S 3.7V 1400mAh LiPo battery

FPV-RM2 4.3” (109 mm) color LCD monitor with
5.8GHz receiver
RP-SMA whip antenna

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Perfect for FPV drone racing, aerial photography and a variety
of other applications, Tactic 5.8GHz FPV accessories offer a
unique new perspective of your surroundings. They’re a great
upgrade for Wi-Fi camera drones, with proven Tactic quality.
Give your model the Tactic treatment, and see what your
model sees!

Sun shield
Micro memory card port (up to 32GB)
USB charge port

TACZ5202 FPV-G1 Goggles with FPV-RM2 4.3” LCD
Monitor & 5.8GHz 40Ch Receiver
®

8
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

Long story short...
Get the full FPV experience with 5.8GHz
accessories from Tactic!
www.gpdealer.com
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CONTROL TWO CHARGERS FROM
A SINGLE TOUCH SCREEN!
™

BE MORE

NEWPRODU CT
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AC/DC Dual Balancing Touch Screen Charger

4-Channel Computer Surface Radio System

❚❚

Charge 2 batteries at once from a
single 3.2” color touch screen

❚❚

Independent outputs let you peak charge
1-15 NiCd/NiMH cells at the same time
you balance charge 2-6S lithium packs

❚❚

DTXP4260
Onyx 260 AC/DC
Dual Balancing Touch
Screen Charger

Both sides also charge single lithium
cells and 4-, 5- and 8-cell radio packs

❚❚

Quick balance lithium packs without
charging or discharging

❚❚

Store up to 10 charging routines per
output for quick and easy setup

❚❚

Customize sound cues, text color and
backlighting to your preferences

❚❚

Features 60W AC power supply and 0.16A fast charge rates on both outputs

❚❚

Includes two 2-6S balancing boards with
JST-XH connectors and two sets of Star
Plugs and standard adapters

From the Experts:

By just touching the Onyx 260’s screen you can access
two identical chargers. View data the way you want by
customizing the sound, color and backlighting to your
preference. For the modeler who wants the latest in
programming ease and charging versatility, the Onyx 260
is the way to go.

Long story short...
®

10
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❚❚

Provides live telemetry data including
temperature and rpm, as well as receiver
and external power voltage

❚❚

Data logging allows you to view telemetry
data at a later time

❚❚

Audio alerts are delivered via audio jack,
so you can focus on your vehicle

❚❚

Adjustable steering wheel and trigger
offers customizable ergonomics

❚❚

Compatible with S-FHSS and T-FHSS
protocols and includes an R304SB T-FHSS
receiver for optimal performance

❚❚

Updateable via CIU-2 and CIU-3 USB
interface to capitalize on the latest
Futaba innovations

FUTK4700 4PV 4-Channel Computer
Surface Radio System
Type: 4-Channel S-FHSS/T-FHSS
Includes: 4-Channel R304SB Receiver
Requires: (4) “AA” alkaline batteries

Quality engineering and amazing versatility have come
together to create the 4PV surface system. Its telemetry
functions offer drivers a wealth of information for keeping
tabs on their vehicle, along with gaining a competitive edge.
The 4PV’s receiver flexibility means you can use the one
included with the radio, or supply your choice.

R304SB Receiver Specifications:
Type: 4-Channel T-FHSS
Input Power: 4.8V-7.4V
Dimensions: 1.38 x 0.91 x 0.33 in
(35.1 x 23.2 x 8.5 mm)
Weight: 0.23 oz (6.6 g)

Long story short...

The Onyx 260 offers charging ease with a
super intuitive menu that allows for a quick
and easy setup.
Tech Support 217-398-8970

From the Experts:

®

Products for everyone!

Whether it’s racing or bashing, the 4PV is
one radio designed to bring out your best.

www.gpdealer.com
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THE GOLD STANDARD IN HELI ENGINES

SPEED TURBO PLUGS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

105HZ-R Gold Edition Heli Engine w/Pipe

Speed P3 & P4 Turbo Glow Plugs

OSMG1965 105HZ-R Gold Edition Heli
Engine w/Pipe
Displacement: 1.048 cu in (17.17 cc)
Bore: 1.442 in (29 mm)
Stroke: 1.024 in (26 mm)
Practical rpm: 2,000-16,500
Output: 3.75 hp @ 15,000 rpm
Weight: 21.46 oz (608.4 g)
Includes: tuned pipe

❚❚ A gold anodized carburetor stack and
cylinder head to commemorate O.S.’s
80th anniversary

OSMG2695
Speed P3 Turbo
Glow Plug

❚❚ 15% more displacement than a .90-sized
engine, in the same mounting space

❚❚ Designed for super-hot to ultra-hot
applications — and like all O.S. glow plugs
they’re tough enough to take the heat

❚❚ Machined, gold-plated heatsink head
that’s lightweight and provides efficient
cooling
❚❚ DRS (Demand Regulator System)
ensures consistent fuel flow regardless
of the heli’s attitude

OSMG2696
Speed P4 Turbo
Glow Plug

Long story short...

Long story short...
®

Only 200 of this special limited edition 105HZ-R
heli engine will be produced — get yours today!

The “Speed” designation on these turbo plugs is
your assurance of their quality and performance.

TOPS IN TOURING CAR PERFORMANCE

AN INVALUABLE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

Speed T1202 1/10 Scale Touring Car Engine

Mini Digital Tachometer

OSMG1996 Speed T1202 1/10
Scale Touring Car Engine
Displacement: 0.128 cu in (2.1 cc)
Bore: 0.538 in (13.67 mm)
Stroke: 0.563 in (14.3 mm)
Practical rpm: 5,000-45,000
Output: 1.75 ps/1.73 hp
@ 35,000 rpm
Weight: 7.58 oz (215 g)
Includes: T-RP6 plug, exhaust
seal ring, dust cap

❚❚ O.S. has upgraded the popular T1201
engine to better meet the demands of
serious touring car enthusiasts

❚❚ Simply aim the Mini Digital Tachometer at
the blades to get an accurate reading of
revolutions per minute

❚❚ The Speed T1202 boasts more powerful
low-to-middle range torque

❚❚ Works on fans with two blades on up to 9
blades, and measures rpm up to 99,999

❚❚ Greater fuel efficiency lets you stay in
the action longer

❚❚ Information is displayed on a custom LCD
with blue backlight for easy viewing in
low-light conditions

❚❚ The center of gravity is lower, for better
handling

❚❚ Powered by a long-lasting CR2032
Lithium-Ion battery (included)

❚❚ Features Speed innovations such as
a tungsten weighted crank shaft with
diamond-like coating and silicon potting

❚❚ Takes up very little space in your field box
or on your workbench

HCAP0400
Mini Digital
Tachometer

Long story short...
®

12

❚❚ Performance upgrades include more low-tomiddle range power, quicker throttle response
and faster acceleration
❚❚ You’ll also enjoy more stable idling, with a
difference you can hear

❚❚ A huge venturi boosts output even more

®

❚❚ These 24K gold plated glow plugs are the
perfect complement for .18-.28 cu. in. turbo
head off-road racing engines

December 2016 ❘

Long story short...

The Speed T1202 proves that O.S. engineers are
continuing to find ways to make a great touring
car engine even better!

Tech Support 217-398-8970
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™

Products for everyone!

Hobbico’s Mini Digital Tachometer makes
checking blade rpm easy, convenient — and safe.

www.gpdealer.com
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FEATUR ED MA N U FACTU RE R
MAIN
CONFIGURATION
DIFFERENCES

CONQUER THE COMPETITION
— AND THE CONDITIONS
1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Off-Road Competition Buggy Kits

In today’s racing, traction dictates your setup,
and Associated has it covered with two
different configurations. The B6 offers racers
a platform developed for high to very-high
traction surfaces, while the B6D excels when
traction is low to high. Both versions boast
the speed and durability you expect from
world champion technology — just choose
the one for your track conditions!

❚❚
❚❚

Centralized motor mount for optimum side-to-side balance

❚❚

Factory Team aluminum shock bushings provide stability for
shock mounting

❚❚

A reverse bell-crank steering rack design allows more room for
electronics

❚❚

V2 “Big Bore” threaded aluminum shocks with 3mm TiN
coated shafts and low friction x-rings for improved smoothness

❚❚

Aluminum front axle and heavy-duty rear axle add the strength
required for aggressive off-roading

❚❚

RC10B6 offers the option of mounting shocks on the front or
the rear of the rear arms; both RC10B6 and RC10B6D have a
4-gear standup transmission available as an option

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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The hard-anodized aluminum pocketed chassis is beyond
sturdy and allows for weight bias tuning

TRANSMISSION
Laydown 3-gear transmission
Lower CG and reduced polar moment

Standup 3-gear transmission
More rearward weight for increased rear traction

DIFFERENTIAL
ASCD0011

Ball differential
More rear traction and stability

Gear differential
More corner speed and forward acceleration

FRONT END

Gull wing arms, wide front tower
Lower CG and increased on-power steering

®

ASCD0012

Flat arms, narrow front tower
More responsive steering and quicker
release out of corner
90011 ASCD0011 RC10B6 1/10 2WD EP Buggy Team Kit
90012 ASCD0012 RC10B6D 1/10 2WD EP Buggy Team Kit
Length: *
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 11.0-11.1 in (280-282 mm)
Both require: radio system w/steering servo, motor,
ESC, tires, wheels, pinion gear, battery
*Final length, width and weight will vary based on electronics, tire
configuration, wing position and vehicle setup.

14
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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Introducing Revell

®

Junior Kit!

Construction kits for younger kids

Fire Truck

45-1004

FEATUR ED MA N U FACTU RE R

RMXH1004

•• Length: 11.8 in (300 mm)
•• Pieces: 37
•• Connections: 27

Revell Junior Kits are a brand new build and play concept that take construction kits to a
whole new level of fun. Boys and girls ages 4+ will enjoy building these fun and unique
models that are designed to bridge the gap between construction sets and model kits.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Here are just a few of the
reasons to love Junior Kits!
•• Robust design for long-lasting
play value
•• Opening doors, hoods,
and compartments
Off-Road Vehicle
45-1003

•• Large 1/20 scale models perfect
for younger kids

RMXH1003

•• Length: 8.5 in (210 mm)
•• Pieces: 23
•• Connections: 18

•• Easy to assemble and disassemble
again and again
•• Parts are appropriate for youngsters
with small hands

Police Car

45-1002 RMXH1002

•• Self-adhesive decal stickers for
mess-free decorating

•• Length: 9.5 in (240 mm)
•• Pieces: 26
•• Connections: 24

•• Accessories such as road cones
included for added fun

Roadster Convertible
45-1001 RMXH1001

•• Length: 8.7 in (220 mm)
•• Pieces: 19
•• Connections: 24

Race Car

45-1000 RMXH1000

•• Length: 9.5 in (240 mm)
•• Pieces: 21
•• Connections: 26

2
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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IT’S NEVER TOO
EARLY TO START A
MASTERPIECE

GET STARTED ON NEXT YEAR’S
PINEWOOD DERBY® CAR TODAY
You’re a scout and a scout is always prepared, so get ready
for next year’s Pinewood Derby® competition right now!
This year, skip the prefabricated bodies and create a racer
that you can proudly say is 100% yours. Revell has the
wood; the tools, the paints, the wheels and axles. All that is
needed for a truly impressive racer is your imagination!

Let’s get started!

Designed for domination

RMXY9632

Wood block

Today it’s a block of wood,
but with time and effort, this
will be your race winner.

RMXY9425

You put a lot of effort into your racer’s
shape—now, make a statement with
how it looks. Will you use a wrap or go
fully-customized with paints?

Paints
RMXY9446
RMXY9447
RMXY9448

Decals
RMXY9648

Carving set

A pocket knife will only get
you so far. The Revell Carving
Set can give you the precise
shape you’ve always wanted.

Decals can add an impressive level
of precision to your car’s look!

RMXY9411

Wrap

Finishing touches help you finish first!
RMXY8664

Alignment
tool

Once you’ve shaped the body—
make sure the alignment of
your axles is perfect with the
Alignment Tool.

RMXY9603

Weights

Apply weights as needed to get
you past the weight threshold
and balance your car.

RMXY9451

Light

Stand out on
the track with
LED race lights!

See you at the track!
RMXY9608

Wheels and axles

You won’t get far without
wheels! Revell has the only
wheels that are BSA-approved
for Pinewood Derby® races.

4
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RMXY9614

Graphite
application

If you’ve worked hard
and made the best
racer you could, you’ve
already won. It is fun to
finish first, too though.

Keep those wheels turning
smooth with Graphite Powder!
Lowering friction will increase
your speed.

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

Pinewood Derby® is a registered trademark of the Boy Scouts
of America. Manufactured under license. All rights reserved.
For more information on Scouting, visit scouting.org.
SUPERMAN and all related characters and elements © & TM
DC Comics and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s16)

Go to GPDealer.com for complete listings.

www.gpdealer.com
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1/76 SD.KFZ.124 WESPE

Early in the Cold War, when the threat of atom-bomb bearing bombers roaring in was
very real, the Bomarc was one of the first SAMs put into use to protect against a first
strike. Planned massive batteries of these missiles could be emplaced around America’s
major cities. If hostile bombers were detected, they could be launched, home in, and then
detonate their own multi-kiloton warhead. In the end, ICBMs made Bomarcs obsolete.
The few remaining missiles are on static display. Kit features launch rails, service
platform, crew figures, instrument panel, and blast shield.

When it became clear that the Panzer II was completely incapable of confronting
enemy armor on the Eastern Front, many were converted into other fighting vehicles.
One conversion involved stripping the turret off the tank and replacing it with a 105mm
howitzer. With the gun in place and a few pieces of sheet steel for crew protection, the
“Wespe” rolled out for the front. Almost seven hundred were produced, adding punch to
the Panzer division’s attacks. Kit features elevating gun barrel, vinyl tracks, two soldier
figures, diorama base, and two sets of decals.

85-1806
RMXS1806
Total Parts: 61
Skill Level: 5
				

03215
RVLS3215
Total Parts: 54
Skill Level: 4
				

Stopping nukes with nukes

w w w. revel l . com

1/56 BOMARC MISSILE

Bombardments on the move

Length: 7.6 in (192mm)

1/48 F-102A DELTA DAGGER

Length: 2.5 in (63mm)

1/76 M7 HMC PRIEST

Supersonic Soviet stopper

Rolling thunder

Part of the famous “Century Series” of fifties-era US Fighter, the Delta Dagger was a
dedicated interceptor. It was designed and built for the sole purpose of stopping Soviet
bombers from reaching the United States. A delta-wing design, a first for jet fighters,
helped it achieve the supersonic speeds needed to catch the latest generation of bombers.
They might have been great at that role, but they fortunately never had to prove it. Kit
features Case X-wing design, seated pilot figure, external wing tanks, internal weapons,
and six Falcon missiles.

The highly mobile style of fighting that predominated in WWII necessitated a totally new
approach to artillery. It was no longer feasible to tow heavy guns around the field and
set them up when needed. The quick, easily re-locatable firepower of the M7 Priest gave
Allied armies an edge in every fight. Front line units could radio in a fire solution, the
Priest could drop a few rounds of 105 on target and relocate before counter-battery fire
found them. Kit features elevating gun barrel, three figures, diorama base, and decals
for two versions.

85-5869
RMXS5869
Total Parts: 97
Skill Level: 4
				

03216
RVLS3216
Total Parts: 116
Skill Level: 4
				

Length: 17.1 in (435mm)
Wingspan: 9.6 in (244mm)

Length: 3 in (76mm)

1/8 GRIM REAPER

1/76 SD.KFZ.11 AND PAK 40

The baddest of the bad is back and hotter than ever. Tom Daniel’s devilishly designed
Grim Reaper still has that mean, classic look 40 years after it was designed. The Grim
Reaper starts with raked, custom, square-tubular forks and cool, dual-square headlights.
Then, there’s the “coffin” shaped gas tank on the custom frame with custom stitched seat,
and “Iron Cross” medallion. It’s all powered by a classic V-twin motor with down-swept
chrome pipes. Kit features tons of chrome parts, flexible tubing for wiring, swing out kick
stand, and soft black tires.

The Pak 40 was a 75mm anti-tank gun that was fully capable of knocking holes in the
best Allied tanks. Nazi Germany rolled more than 20,000 of these off production lines and
used them in nearly every major military campaign of the war. This set also includes an
Sd.Kfz.11—one of the primary artillery tractors the Wehrmacht used to transport crews,
ammunition, and towed guns across much of the world. In Italy, North Africa, Russia,
France, and Germany, the Sd.Kfz.11 tirelessly hauled the machinery of war across the
blasted landscape. Kit features towing tractor, anti-tank gun, motorcycle with side car,
diorama base, soldiers, and two sets of decals.

85-7541
RMXS7541
Total Parts: 80
Skill Level: 5
				

03252
RVLS3252
Total Parts: 112
Skill Level: 4
				

Pak a punch!

LET’S RIDE!

Length: 14.8 in (375mm)

Length: 2.8 in (72mm)

REVELL OF GERMANY®
1/72 WARRIOR MCV WITH ADD-ON ARMOR
Fire support to the field

6
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1/144 AIRBUS A350-900 LUFTHANSA
Tray tables up

Designed to deliver seven fully-equipped soldiers to the objective in the relative safety of
an armor-enclosed hull, the Warrior MCV is also equipped with a 30mm RARDEN Cannon
and 7.62mm coaxial machine gun for providing fire support. Although the aluminum armor
of the Warrior can stop the majority of rifle-caliber small arms fire, it is invariably fitted
with applique armor in the field. This can be either the slat-type armor used to frustrate
RPG attacks or the “wrap-2” armor kit. Kit features rotating turret, injection-molded
tracks, positionable turret hatches, and two sets of decals.

With well over 8,000 miles of range and capacity for over 300 passengers, the Airbus
A350-900 is one of the best wide-body twin-engine jets in the world. And, even though
the A350-900 measures fuel consumption in tons by the hour, it claims to have superior
fuel efficiency to the Boeing 777—its direct competitor. Kit features replica cockpit,
detailed engines, rotating front fan, detailed under carriage including textured main under
carriage bay, navigation lights, antennae, display stand, and decals for one Lufthansa
aircraft.

03144
RVLS3144
Total Parts: 136
Skill Level: 4
				

03938
RVLS3938
Total Parts: 120
Skill Level: 5
				

Length: 3.7 in (94mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

Length: 18.3 in (464mm)
Wingspan:

www.gpdealer.com
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1/72 BK-117 ADAC

The P-70 Nighthawk had many features to recommend it, but one facet really stood out.
Pilots just loved it. Its exceptional power plant made it easy to throw around the base
plane—the A-20 Havoc bomber—as if it were a fighter. With a dipole radar set in the
nose and an armament of four 20mm cannons, the P-70 was an exceptionally lethal night
fighter. Kit features detailed cockpit, detailed under carriage, engine nacelles with twin
radial engines, rotating propeller, radar nose segment, USAAF decals.

All across Germany, 44 ADAC air-rescue helicopters are strategically placed to be able
to respond to an emergency anywhere within fifteen minutes. This gives the members
of the ADAC (German General Automobile Club) some assurance that, should there be
a problem out on the Autobahn, a canary-hued “Yellow Angel” will be on its way in
moments. Kit features rotating main rotor, tailplane with stabilators, and decals for an
ADAC rescue helicopter.

03939
RVLS3939
Total Parts: 126
Skill Level: 4
				

04953
RVLS4953
Total Parts: 72
Skill Level: 3
				

A true pilot’s aircraft

Rescue in a pinch

Length: 8 in (202mm)

1/570 SCHARNHORST

The largest single category of Spitfire variants was the Mk.V class. Its variants carried
differing wing armament with the “c” variant mounting either four 20mm cannons or two
20mm cannons and a pair of .303 machine guns. This heavy armament and improvements
to the type’s speed allowed it to stay competitive as German planes were also continuously
upgraded. As the war progressed, the Spitfire became the key symbol of British defiance
to Nazi aggression. Kit features detailed cockpit, instrument panel, rotating propeller,
separate rudder/flaps, and decals for two RAF versions.

Scharnhorst was a beautiful ship with a good top speed and heavy main battery of nine
eleven-inch guns. She also had the bad luck to be on the German side during WWII.
Surface vessels contributed greatly to the German invasion of Norway, but shortly
thereafter Allied radar and air superiority made venturing out on the surface deadly.
Scharnhorst was cornered by British ships in the Battle of North Cape and sunk after
heavy fighting. Kit features detailed deck, rotating turrets, 28 and 15cm guns, seaplane,
display stand, and full decals.

03940
RVLS3940
Total Parts: 80
Skill Level: 4
				

05037
RVLS5037
Total Parts: 122
Skill Level: 4
				

Hard luck and heavy guns

Length: 7.5 in (190mm)

1/72 F-4J PHANTOM US NAVY

Length: 16 in (406mm)

1/144 FAST ATTACK CRAFT ALBATROSS CLASS

Sixties standout

Swift stinger

At its introduction, the Phantom II was a revolution in aviation design. It captured sixteen
world records for flight performance, but its practical application on the battlefield was
unquestioned as well. Leading off its list of combat features was an 18,000 lb effective
weapons load—more than the four-engine B-17 of WWII. What the Phantom lacked in
maneuverability, it made up for in sheer speed—breaking Mach 2 with ease. Kit features
ejection seats, detailed cockpit and under carriage, auxiliary fuel tanks, wing pylons with
bombs, sidewinder missiles, and US Navy decals.

In the great scheme of warships, the 190ft long Albatross Class boats were little more
than fly specks on the water. However, they packed a serious punch. Twin 76mm automatic
cannons distribute 14lb shells across the water at a maximum fire rate of two per second.
In addition, four Exocet missiles give the type a long-range impact far in excess of the
relative size of the vessel. It’s even equipped with wire-guided torpedoes in stern-facing
tubes. Kit features detailed hull and deck, two OTO Melara guns, two torpedo tubes, two
twin missile launchers, and decals for all ten Albatros-class craft.

03941
RVLS3941
Total Parts: 85
Skill Level: 3
				

05148
RVLS5148
Total Parts: 141
Skill Level: 4
				

Length: 9.6 in (245mm)

1/72 EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON BATCH 3
Decked out for destruction

December 2016 ❘

Length: 5.4 in (138 mm)

1/48 SPITFIRE MK.VC
Most of the best
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1/72 P-70 NIGHTHAWK

Length: 15.7 in (400mm)

1/96 CUTTY SARK

The fastest of them all

The Eurofighter Typhoon is the collaboratively produced aviation platform of choice for
much of the European Union and Britain. It’s made to fill multiple rolls—be it interceptor,
air superiority fighter, ground attack, or recon—it excels at them all. The third batch (or
Tranche 3A) of aircraft shipped to Germany, Italy, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Spain,
and the UK with nearly half of the 200 total aircraft going to Saudi Arabia and the UK.
Kit features ejection seat, cockpit, detailed engine intakes, exhaust nozzles, air brakes,
refueling probe, missiles, and a special super decal set.

Well after the steamship was invented, the Cutty Sark was still the fastest ship on the
seas. Her brass-clad hull cleaved the waves as taut sails pulled her at 17 knots. The ship
hauled thousands of tons of tea every year for her owners. After the tea trade was taken
over by newer ships, the Sark endured as a training ship and a museum. Now you can
build the Cutty Sark! Kit features fully detailed two-piece hull, representation of brass
plating, wood grain detail, authentic sails, rigging thread, metal anchor chain, life boats,
rigging pulleys, display stand, and full decals.

03952
RVLS3952
Total Parts: 85
Skill Level: 3
				

05422
RVLS5422
Total Parts: 698
Skill Level: 5
				

Length: 8.7 in (222mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

Length: 36 in (914 mm)
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1/24 MERCEDES AMG GT

1/24 HONDA® N360 (NI)

Why does the Mercedes AMG GT only have room for a medium suitcase in the trunk?
Easy. Because all the space was taken up by the turbocharged 243 cu in V8 engine. That
beastly engine delivers over 250 horsepower per seat—a total of 503 British Horsepower.
With that much under the hood, it can hit 60 mph from a dead stop in just under four
seconds and maintain a top speed of nearly 190 mph. Kit features multi-part body,
opening hood, left or right hand drive, and lots of plate options.

Conceptually similar to the Volkswagen® Beetle, the Honda N360 was a small, light
passenger vehicle developed in Japan during the late sixties. It was powered by an aircooled inline 2-cylinder engine small enough that the spare tire could fit in the hood
space next to the engine block. In essence, the purpose of this rather boxy vehicle was
to provide an affordable automobile for Japan’s rapidly re-industrializing economy. Kit
features new bonnet, wheel, and dashboard parts, plus three marking options.

07028
RVLS7028
Total Parts: 93
Skill Level: 3
				

20285 (Limited Edition) HSGS0285 Total Parts: 112 Skill Level: 3 Length: 4.9 in (124 mm)
				

Not your average grocery getter

All-purpose auto

Length: 7.4 in (189 mm)

1/24 VW BEETLE “POLICE”

1/12 HONDA® NSR500 1989 ALL JAPAN GP500

Protect and swerve

Leave the competition breathing tire smoke

Whether one would actually pull over for this vehicle or simply tap the gas to outrun the
little four cylinder is entirely dependent on the driver’s respect for law and order. Perks
include good gas mileage, a surprising amount of head room for those handcuffed in the
back seat, and sleek good looks. Kit features three different lights, optional loudspeaker,
opening engine cover, instructions, and decals for two versions with two liveries each.

The fiercely contested GP500 has frequently centered around the Honda NSR500. These
superior cycles won ten total 500cc world championships including six in a row from 1994
to 1999. The cycle was so superior, even folks well down the pole were trying to ride it to
victory. Hikaru Miyagi raced for team Ajinomoto in the 1989 World GP500 and All-Japan
GP500. This limited edition kit features new disk brake and exhaust pipe parts plus two
sets of decals.

07035
RVLS7035
Total Parts: 129
Skill Level: 4
				

21717 (Limited Edition) HSGS1717 Total Parts: 183 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.6 in (167 mm)
				

Length: 6.7 in (171 mm)

1/350 IJN AIRCRAFT CARRIER JUN’YO
“Peregrine Falcon”

1/48 “SHIDENKAI NO MAKI” MITSUBISHI® J2M3
RAIDEN

Even by the standards of Japanese warships in WWII, Jun’yo- had a tough career. She was
originally built as a passenger liner, but was completed as an aircraft carrier. Throughout
the war, she fought in the Aleutian Islands campaign, Guadalcanal, the Solomon Islands,
the Battle of the Philippine Sea, and more. Along the way, she was frequently bombed
and torpedoed, had her air wing removed, suffered the loss of nearly the entire air
complement in combat, and was finally hulked when her battle damage was too great for
repair. Kit features decals for Jun’yo- as the flagship at the Battle of the Philippine Sea.

Designed by Jiro Horikoshi, the Mitsubishi J2M could fly faster – and climb even higher
– than the celebrated A6M Zero. The J2M3 Type 21 was distinguished by a powerful
MK4R-A Kasei 23a engine, two wing-mounted 20 mm Type 99 Model I cannons and two
wing-mounted 20 mm Type 99 Model II cannons. All that firepower makes it perfect for
Mikaze Nakayoshi from “Shidenkai no Maki”. This limited edition kit features metal
gun barrel parts plus decals for pilot student Mikaze Nakayoshi’s aircraft in “Shidenkai
no Maki”.

40030
HSGS0030
Total Parts: 688
Skill Level: 3
				

Length: 24.7 in (628mm)

1/350 WOODEN DECK FOR CARRIER JUN’YO
Detail your deck!
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NEW RELEASES

Unleash the lightning!

64742 (Limited Edition) HSGS4742 Total Parts: 82
Skill Level: 3 Length: 8 in (202mm)
				

1/48 PEARL HARBOR 75TH ANNIVERSARY 3-KIT SET
Day of infamy

Both Japanese and US aircraft carriers frequently used wood for the flight decks of their
aircraft carriers--Jun’yo- was no exception. No model of Jun’yo- is complete without this
beautiful and accurate addition! Made from real wood and backed with adhesive for easy
application and incredible aesthetics. Don’t miss this great addition to HSGS0030.

On December 7th, 1941, Japanese fighters, dive bombers, and torpedo bombers
devastated the US fleet at anchor in Pearl Harbor. Militarily, it was a resounding success.
Most of America’s battleship force was either burning or on the bottom and the Japanese
strike force was barely bloodied. On December 8th, Roosevelt gave his speech and asked
for a declaration of war. An entire nation woke up on the 9th and went to war by the
millions. Now, 75 years since the day, Hasegawa brings you a three kit set of aircraft from
the IJN Carrier Akagi. Kit features three highly detailed IJN aircraft.

72166

52148 (Limited Edition) HSGS5248 (3 Kits)
Total Parts: 69 + 119 + 109 Skill Level: 3
Length: (Zero) 7.4 in (187 mm); (Type 99) 8.4 in (213mm); (Type 97) 8.5 in (215mm)

HSGS7166

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!
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NEW RELEASES

PRIMARY, SECONDARY, AND SOARER GLIDERS
3-KIT SET
Sixties flashbacks from Hasegawa!

52149 (Limited Edition) HSGS5249 (3 Kits) Skill Level: 3
			

07445 (Limited Edition) HSGS7445 Total Parts: 284 Skill Level: 3 Length: 14.4 in (367 mm)
				

EGGPLANE F-22® RAPTOR “ACE COMBAT MOBIUS 1”

1/72 DOUGLAS RB-66B DESTROYER

®

Rapid recon on demand

The F-22 Raptor looks impressive, but its capabilities are even more striking. For starters,
dual Pratt & Whitney® F119-PW-100 turbofan engines with afterburners help it reach
estimated speeds of Mach 1.82 in super-cruise mode. With afterburners, speeds can
exceed Mach 2. Avionics include AN/APG-77 radar, which can track multiple targets in
any flight condition, as well as the AN/ALR-94 passive receiver system, which uses over
30 wing- and fuselage-mounted internal antennas to provide unsurpassed radar detection
coverage. Kit features decals from “Ace Combat 04 Shattered Skies”.

The specialized Douglas RB-66B was a modification of an Air Force light bomber. It was
intended to keep tabs on opponents and potential opponents with a powerful array of
reconnaissance cameras. Its powerful J71 engines gave it both extraordinary range and
speed. Nearly one hundred fifty of the type were built and put into service. Kit features
four decal versions, detailed pieces, and full instructions.

52150 (Limited Edition) HSGS5250 Total Parts: 19
Skill Level: 3 Length: 4 in (101mm)
				

1375S
ITAS1375
Total Parts: 78
Skill Level: 3
				

EGGPLANE SU-33 FLANKER-D “ACE COMBAT
YELLOW 13”

1/72 TORNADO GR.1 RAF - GULF WAR

The Sukhoi Su-33 is a direct descendant of the Su-27, made carrier-capable for use as a
naval fleet defense interceptor. Another key distinction between the Su-27 and Su-33 is
that the Su-33 can refuel while in flight. Instead of using a catapult to take off, the Su33 is launched via ski jump for improved climb angles. This limited edition kit features
decals for Erusea Air Force, 156th Tactical Fighter Wing, Squadron “Aquila”, Yellow 13
from the downloadable content of “Ace Combat Assault Horizon”.

These aircraft helped Coalition forces to execute over 1,000 air sorties in the first 24
hours of Operation Desert Storm. This virtually unprecedented employment of total air
supremacy led to a remarkably speedy victory for ground forces. Of nearly sixty Tornadoes
deployed for the effort, six were lost but their very presence helped deter Iraqi pilots from
attempting to engage. Today, 25 years after the Gulf War, it’s more important than ever to
remember its heroes. Kit features four sets of decals for RAF aircraft.

52151 (Limited Edition) HSGS5251 Total Parts: 36
Skill Level: 3 Length: 3.8 in (97mm)
				

Length: 12.5 in (318mm)
Wingspan: 12.0 in (301mm)

Desert destruction

1384S
ITAS1384
Total Parts: 96
Skill Level: 4
				

Length: 9.1 in (232 mm)
Wingspan: 7.6 in (193 mm)

1/350 JAPANESE NAVY CARRIER-BASED
AIRCRAFT SET

1/48 H-21C SHAWNEE “FLYING BANANA”

Japanese carrier aircraft were some of the most advanced planes in the world at the
outset of WWII. The Zero was incredibly maneuverable and fast, its dive bombers were
crewed by experienced pilots, and its torpedo bombers were equipped with weapons
that, unlike American ones, consistently worked. In a war that came to be dominated
by air power, Japan started out with the edge in naval aviation. Kit features three Type
52 Zeros, three type 21 Zeros, three “Jill” torpedo bombers, and three “Judy” bombers.

As the sun beats down, the skin of the “Flying Banana” heats up. Inside, soldiers in full
gear drip sweat and try to ignore the constant “whump-whump” of the twin rotors. The
engine noise changes. The .30 in the door opens up spraying rounds wildly. Points of light
fill up the fuselage as bullets blast holes in the thin skin. The helicopter slews drunkenly
in the air, rudderless. The nine-cylinder engine roars under the strain. Everything stops.
As the dust settles around the crippled helicopter, a single warrior crawls from the wreck
across the red soil of Vietnam. Kit features super decals sheet.

Hunters on the wing

72162
HSGS7162
Total Parts: 123
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Exported excellence

Originally released in the early sixties, these three gliders are what put Hasegawa
models on the map and now they’re back! Each comes in the vintage-style original box art
package. Celebrate over fifty years of Hasegawa models in one fun set. Each kit features
a fun glider from the original Hasegawa line.

Join squadron Aquila

12

1/48 WAH-64D APACHE “BRITISH ARMY AIR CORPS”
Although the U.S. Army is considered the main operator of the AH-64 Apache, this highly
advanced attack heli has been exported to countless countries over the years. Some of
the most notable operators around the world include the United Kingdom, Israel, Japan,
Greece and Singapore. Britain’s Army Air Corps received its first WAH-64Ds in 2004, and
currently has 50 in service. This limited edition kit features new antenna, sensor bulge
and rocket pod parts, photo-etched parts and one marking option: 1. British Army Air
Corps, Code: ZJ186.

Bring Ace Combat to life!
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Sixties workhorse

2733S
ITAS2733
Total Parts: 155
Skill Level: 5
				

Products for everyone!

Length: 13.1 in (333 mm)
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NEW RELEASES
Academy® 1/700 USS Missouri BB-63 MCP
w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

1/24 VW BEETLE COUPE AND CABRIO
The people’s car!

Designed in the lead up to WWII, the “Volkswagen” Beetle was intended to revolutionize
the German way of life. The vehicle was supposed to be cheap enough to purchase and
easy enough to maintain that everyone could have one. World War II understandably
curtailed production and development of the vehicle, but it emerged in the fifties and
sixties as one of the most popular domestic and export models of German vehicle.
Available as a coupe (ITAS3708) or cabrio (ITAS3709). Kit features chromed parts,
multiple decal options, and rubber tires.
3708S/3709
ITAS3708/3709 Total Parts: 49/66 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.7 in (170 mm)
				

1/9 BMW R75 GERMAN MILITARY MOTORCYCLE
WITH SIDECAR
Built to Blitz

Thousands of these Motorcycle-sidecar combinations hit the roads under the banner of
the Third Reich. They were virtually unique in including a powered wheel on the side
car, giving them increased maneuverability and power. Since they were such reliable
all-terrain vehicles they were supreme recon tools and their sidecar-mounted machine
guns gave them a harsh offensive armament for quickly dealing with infantry screens. Kit
features four decal versions, rubber tires, and detailed parts.
7403S
ITAS7403
Total Parts: 266
Skill Level: 4
				

Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)

1/72 SD.KFZ 142/1 STURMGESCHÜTZ III (2 KITS)

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Last of the great grey ladies

USS Missouri was the last battleship completed by the United States. She and her
dedicated crews served throughout WWII, the Korean War, and in the Gulf War. Her 16
inch shells roared like freight trains over Okinawa, Incheon, and more as Missouri stood
back over the horizon and pounded away at shore targets. Kit features multi-colored
parts, two rotating gun turrets and one fixed gun turret, recon aircraft, full hull or water
line build options, and full decals.
14222
ACYS4222
				

AMT® 1/25 1977 Chevy® Monza™ 2+2 Custom
Speed back to the seventies!

The ultra-cool, compact 1977 Monza 2+2 brought a dose of Italian sports car class to the
US. Now you can build your own! This 2-in-1 kit can be built stock or souped up with
included custom parts. Kit features bonus 70’s box art illustration, central road lamp,
window louvers, side pipes, mag wheels, expanded decal art, and more!
AMT1019/12 AMTS1019
Total Parts: 135
Skill Level: 2
				

Bandai® Gundam Saiyan Space Pod Dragon Ball Z
Fig-Rise Mechanic
They’re coming!

A new series has come to Figure-rise: “Figure-rise Mechanics”! From this new line comes
the Saiyan Space Pod—an interstellar spacecraft designed for planetary conquest. This
six-inch model pod comes with a Vegeta figure and its interior is faithfully recreated.
There’s a highly detailed moving door, reproduction meters, and seat. Kit features
spaceship, seated Vegeta figure, display base, stickers and full instructions.
BAN210526

BANS0526

Total Parts: 9 runners

Armored artillery

Unlike most of Nazi Germany’s armored vehicles, the Sturmgeschutz III was comparatively
cheap and easy to build. This made it popular with the government. Additionally, it
was reliable and easy to maintain which made it popular with crews. It was, however,
massively unpopular with the Allies. With its low height, it was comparatively easy to
camouflage it in a spot where enemy tanks were sure to stray within reach of its 75mm
gun. Kit features two models with three sets of decals.
7522S
ITAS7522
Total Parts: 24 x 2 Skill Level: 1
				

Length: 4.8 in (123mm)

Bandai® Gundam HGPG 1/144 Petit’GGuy
Surfgreen/Guitar
Get it in green!

Everybody’s favorite titanium teddy is back and comes in an all new color. This “Surfgreen”
Gguy comes with a guitar for rocking out. Put it together with the rest of the pack! Kit
features display stand that can connect with other Gguy bases, guitar, display stand,
instructions, and sticker.
BAN211235

BANS1235

Total Parts: 4 runners

Academy® 1/35 M4A3 (76) W Battle of the Bulge
Fighting to the front

Armed with a newer, 76mm gun, the M4A3 (76)W was intended to confront the heavier
armored vehicles that were emerging from the factories of the Third Reich. Before
they could fight the enemy, however, these tanks had to get to them. Their tracks were
equipped with “duckbills”—specialized extensions that gave them additional traction
over snowy terrain. These vehicles reached the line not a moment too soon. German
forces had started a surprise winter offensive—the Battle of the Bulge. Kit features
76mm gun, T48 tracks with duckbills, six decal options, rotating and fixed turret options,
open/closed hatches, and accessories.
13500
ACYS3500
Skill Level: 4
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Bandai® Gundam HPGP 1/144 Petit’GGuy
Rumpumpumpurple/Drum
Have a passion for purple?

Everybody’s favorite titanium teddy is back and comes in an all new color. This
“Rumpumpumpurple” Gguy comes with a drum for keeping up the rhythm of your battles.
Put it together with the rest of the pack! Kit features display stand that can connect with
other Gguy bases, guitar, display stand, instructions, and sticker.
BAN211236

BANS1236

Total Parts: 4 runners

Products for everyone!
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Ready to destroy

From Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans comes one of the most lethal mobile suits to take the
war to the stars. Gjallarhorn’s special mass produced Mobile Suit with 2 special handheld
melee weapons, a rifle, and gauntlets. Kit features weapons plus antennae parts to
create commander version.
BAN211241

BANS1241

Total Parts: 4 runners

Bandai® Gundam IBO HG 1/144 Gundam Type A Gundam
A cut above the rest

The heavily armored Gundam Gusion is a close-combat specialist made to make
mincemeat of opposing gundams. This is an upgraded form of the Gundam Gusion with
shield scissors that can be handheld or stored on the rear or on its two knuckle shields.
Kit features weaponry and alternate head.

BAN211242

BANS1242

Total Parts: 5 runners

Bandai® Gundam IBO HG 1/144 Enemy MS A Gundam
Swift slicer

This unique mobile suit is from Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans. Its crescent moon swords
are ready to slice apart whatever gundams get past its powerful rifle. Kit features two
semi-circular swords, rifle, and wire claws with wire rod.

BAN211948

BANS1948

Total Parts: 5 runners

Bandai® Gundam 1/100 #15 Arios Gundam Bandai
Double Zero
Towering transformer

A transforming Gundam from the second season of Gundam 00, Arios can switch between
MS and MA mode. This massive Gundam kit features a double beam rifle, GN Gatling
guns in forearms, and beam sabers hidden in skirt armor plus full instructions.
BAN157735

BANS7735

Total Parts: 10 runners

Bandai® Gundam No.07 SSSP Exclusive Vehicle
Ultraman
Finned and fantastic

From Ultraman, the SSSP Exclusive Vehicle is joining the Mecha Collection! This model
is small enough to fit in the palm of your hand but is, nevertheless, extremely realistic. Its
appearance is recreated using two types of colored plastic and authentic water transfer
decals for the markings. It’s detailed literally from top to bottom with an underside modeled
on an intensive investigation of the original. Kit features decals and full instructions.
BAN209050 BANS9050
Total Parts: 3 runners Length: 2.8 in (71 mm)
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Bandai® Gundam Chopped Robo Super 1 Guard Fortress
Anime legend

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Bandai® Gundam IBO HG 1/144 Gjallarhorn Mass
Production

The Chopped Robo Super #1 Guard Fortress is here! With fortified fur-skin motif, Chopper
Robo has transformable modes and takes the form of the head when combined with the
other Chopper Robo line! At a large size of approximately six inches in height, this kit
comes with two Chopper figurines, both with different facial expressions. Kit features 2
Chopper figures (one seated and one standing) plus stickers and full instructions.
BAN209062

BANS9062

Total Parts: 8 runners

Bandai® Gundam Chopped Robo Super 2 Heavy
Armor One Piece
Super heavy anime legend

The Chopped Robo Super #2 Heavy Armor is here! Chopper Robo comes with weapon
parts for the robot to carry and takes the form of the arms when combined with the
other Chopper Robo line! It has multiple points of articulation, enabling a large variety
of movements. This kit comes with two Chopper figurines, both in original costume. Kit
features two Chopper figures (one seated and one standing) plus stickers and instructions.
BAN209063

BANS9063

Total Parts: 4 runners

Bandai® Gundam IBO HG 1/144 Gundam Barbatos
Lupus Gundam
The wolf of walloping

This new form of the Gundam Barbatos wields a massive “sword mace” for crushing
and cleaving the opposition. It’s also molded with improved color separation so that the
Tekkadan symbol shows through without using a sticker. Kit features additional backpack
arms for additional weapons plus an alternate set of hands.
BAN209064

BANS9064

Total Parts: 4 runners

Bandai® Gundam Liko Active Raid Figure-Rise Bust
Mayhem’s mascot

Liko is a virtual mascot for Daihachi, and she’s new to the Figure-Rise Bust lineup. You
can collect this piece and combine them with other Figure-Rise Standard models. Kit
features a display base, stickers, and full instructions.

BAN209078

BANS9078

Total Parts: 5 runners

Bandai® #17 Wing Gundam Version Zero EW
Death on the wing

The iconic winged Gundam from Gundam Wing Endless Waltz returns in Real Grade
form! The wing structure of this Wing Zero interpretation is based on real world aircraft
technology. Considerable thought has been put into heat and mechanical protection as
well as design function for an unorthodox, but incredible mecha design. Even the flexible,
feather-shaped extremities incorporate elements from thrust vectoring mechanisms of
combat aircraft. Kit features twin buster rifle, beam sabers, decals, and full instructions.
BAN194380

BANS9380

Total Parts: 9 runners

Products for everyone!

Skill Level: 2

www.gpdealer.com
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Two thrilling rides in one box!

Tamiya® 1/48 JGSDF Light Armored Vehicle
Komatsu LAV

These kits aren’t just cars, they’re customizable street rod thrill ride show cars from the
experts in customizable kits! Kit features parts molded in bold blue and bright orange
with 40 optional parts to mix and match wheels, exhaust, engine, and body parts to build
your dream rod. A color display base is also included.

The Komatsu LAV is one of the finest vehicles the JGSDF has to offer. It’s armored to
withstand 5.56 and 7.62 mm munitions, powered by a 160 hp engine, and capable of
mounting a selection of crew-served automatic weapons or anti-tank weapons. These
vehicles deployed with the JGSDF to Iraq in 2005 for humanitarian operations. Kit
features smoke launchers, open/closed split hatch, machine gun, driver figure, and three
marking options.

HL136/12

32590
TAMS2590 Total Parts:
Length: over 3.7 in (93 mm)
				

LNDS0136

Total Parts: 125

Skill Level: 2

Lindberg® 1/25 Owens Outboard Cruiser Boat
Get back to the sea!

Unseen since the early sixties, this model of the classic Owens boat is a maritime marvel!
Owens Yacht Co runabouts were marketed as “Speedships” and their 22-foot deluxe
cruiser certainly lived up to its name. Now you can own one of the swiftest ships to hit
the sea. Kit features dual outboard motors, display base, white plastic molding with
chrome parts, and pre-cut clear windows.
HL222/12
LNDS0222
Total Parts: 38
Skill Level: 2
				

Length: 9.5 in (241 mm)
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Lindberg 1/32 Customizable Street Rod 2-Pack
®

Trumpeter® 1/72 Chinese J-20 Mighty Dragon 2011
Fighter
Stealthy superiority

Under development by the Chinese military, the J-20 fifth-generation fighter is expected
to be operational with the PLAAF by 2018. It’s a radical canard delta design made for long
range, virtual invisibility to radar, and high maneuverability. Its first operational flight test
was on the same day as a visit by Defense Secretary Gates—purely by coincidence, of
course. Some sources indicate that, with its PL-10 and PL-12 missiles, the J-20 could be
a formidable check on US power projection. Kit features photo etched and clear parts.
1665
TSMS1665 Total Parts: 110
Length: over 11.2 in (284 mm)
				

Trumpeter® 1/35 Soviet KV-7 Object 227 Tank
Only one

MPC® 1/8 Rupp Roadster Mini Bike
Tiny wheels keep on turnin’

The Rupp Roadster was the ultimate mini bike of the sixties and seventies. Its six inch
wheels and small engine were surprisingly capable of propelling it across rough terrain
and up dirt paths. Now, for the first time in decades, you can get an incredibly detailed
Rupp Roadster kit all your own. Relive the nostalgia! Kit features vinyl tires, gleaming
chrome parts, detailed tubing and hoses, colorful Rupp decals, expanded graphics, Retro
Deluxe™ vintage packaging, and a bonus mini box!
MPC849/12 MPCS0849
Total Parts: 60
Skill Level: 2
				

Brictek® Building Blocks Fire First Response 2in1
Where’s the fire?

Sleek meets swift

The sleek, streamlined third generation Pontiac was a drastic departure from the 1980’s
aesthetic and a step towards a modern aesthetic. With all the boxy cars around, the
sweptback Firebird was a breath of fresh air—so long as you didn’t whiff the exhaust.
Kit features extensive interior and exterior detail, opening doors, opening hood, moving
wheels, tons of option parts (including twin turbo setup, side pipes, stock or custom
wheels, and hood scoops), illustrated instructions, and two decal color schemes.
MPCS0858

Total Parts: 166

Boldly going for fifty years

Fifty years ago, a television phenomenon debuted when the Star Trek Enterprise first
boldly went on its first mission. A legion of dedicated fans have kept it coming back with
new worlds and new technologies ever since. For many, however, that first saucer will
always be the real Enterprise. This model is based on the original filming miniature at the
Smitshsonian, modeled on dimensions taken from the 11’ model. Kit features moldedin color assembly kit with a detailed interior bridge, hangar deck, and shuttlecraft plus
detailed decal markings.
POL938/04
PLLS0938
Total Parts: 279
Skill Level: 2
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❚❚ Fun for ages 6+
❚❚ Build fun fire trucks
❚❚ Firefighters included
❚❚ 147 pieces to explore

Skill Level: 2

Polar Lights® 1/350 Star Trek TOS Enterprise 50th
Anniversary

18

9504
TSMS9504
Total Parts: 250+
				

Length: 6 in (152 mm)

MPC® 1/16 1982 Pontiac® Firebird®

MPC858/06

Only one of these experimental, self-propelled guns was ever built. It was based on the
KV-1 chassis and armed with three cannons—two 45mm cannons and one 76mm cannon.
It was even more massively heavily armored than the rest of the KV series of tanks with
100mm of front armor. Like the rest of the series, the KV-7 would have been hard to knock
out but extremely expensive to build had it been accepted for service. Kit features plastic
tracks, decals, and highly detailed pieces.

Length: over 32 in (813 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

11330 BICY1330
Brictek® Building Blocks
Fire First Response 2in1

AFX OHM Controller
Control for the corners

❚❚ Ergonomic pistol-grip shape for greater comfort and faster
reaction time
❚❚ 120 Ohm resistor makes power delivery more intuitive and
predictable
❚❚ Heat venting on top, away from the handle so your hand stays cooler
21036 AFXW1036
AFX OHM Controller

❚❚ 6 foot power cable allows easy movement
❚❚ EZ Plug connectors fit any AFX track back to 1979

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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Bachmann 25’x2” Thomas/Friends Track Playtape
❚❚ Sticks to any flat surface for instant track or roadway building
❚❚ Simply pull up to reposition or remove
09099 BACU0999
Bachmann 25’x2”
Thomas/Friends
Track Playtape

❚❚ Turns floors, tables, and carpets into places for fun
❚❚ Perfect for toy trains and cars

A brilliant twist on the classic!

❚❚ Made from tough rip resistant material
❚❚ Multi-phase LED lighted jumper
❚❚ Large, 20 inch parachute canopy

❚❚ Ages 3+

FFX42373 FFXH2373
LED Parachute Launcher
Display (24)

❚❚ Comes in 4 diffrent colors

Lionel® Pennsylvania Allegheny Hauler Berkshire
LionChief™ Train Set

Firefox Toys Paint-N-Fly Small Party Pack (12)

❚❚ Steam locomotive with tender, operating headlight,
and puffing smoke

❚❚ Sturdy foam gliders are easy to assemble

Start a new family tradition!

6-81269 LNLU1269
Lionel® Pennsylvania Allegheny Hauler
Berkshire LionChief™ Train Set

LED Parachute Launcher Display (24)

Take every party to new heights!

❚❚ Rolling stock including covered gondola, tank car, box car,
and caboose

❚❚ Washable water-based paints for easy cleanup

❚❚ FasTrack® sections included for a 40 x 60 inch layout

❚❚ Great for creative kids

❚❚ LionChief™ remote with RailSounds RC™ system

Lionel® 2016 Christmas Music Boxcar

Bring the music of the season into your home!

FFX96317 FFXH6317
Firefox Toys Paint-N-Fly
Small Party Pack (12)
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Build a railway the quick and easy way!

❚❚ Soak the glider for a whole new paint scheme

Firefox Toys Lightning Glider

Light up the night!
❚❚ Plays 12 Christmas carols

6-83175 LNLU3175
Lionel® 2016 Christmas
Music Boxcar

❚❚ Die-cast metal sprung trucks

❚❚ Sturdy foam glider is easy to assemble

❚❚ Operation couplers

❚❚ LED lights make every flight beautiful

❚❚ On/Off switch

❚❚ Perfect for ages 6+
❚❚ Great for creative kids
FFX96321 FFXH6321
Firefox Toys Lightning
Glider

Woodland Scenics® Scale Layout Accessories
Add detail and interest to any layout

❚❚ Just Plug® vehicles attach easily for instant realism
❚❚ Add a Just Plug lighting hub (sold separately) for light-up
headlights and taillights for added realism

Firefox Toys Poly Bag Displays
Get creative with gliders that go!

❚❚ Sturdy foam gliders are easy to assemble
❚❚ Great for creative kids
❚❚ Place by your register for add-on sales
❚❚ Perfect smile-building stocking stuffer
Lots of styles available!
JP5590 WOOU5590 Green Pickup HO
JP5593 WOOU5593 Police Car HO
JP5595 WOOU5595 Heavy Hauler HO
JP5596 WOOU5596 Comfy Cruise HO
JP5599 WOOU5599 Station Wagon HO

FFX96325

FFXH6325

Paint-N-Fly

❚❚ Washable water-based paints for easy cleanup
❚❚ Soak the glider for a whole new paint scheme
FFX96326

FFXH6326

S-Series Gliders

❚❚ Express full creativity
❚❚ Build fun!
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